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Introduction
Sleep is the absence of consciousness, the relative 
susceptibility of sensory perception, and the inactivity of 
almost all voluntary muscles at rest, that cyclic process of 
different physiological modalities, as can be observed by 
electrophysiological measures like electroencephalography 
(EEG). Sleep is essential for maintaining energy and 
restoration of the body.1 The measurements of sleep 
quality are important as sleep quality affects the quality 
of life2 and daytime function.3 There is no fixed definition 
for the term “sleep quality,” and it is commonly used in 
sleep medicine.4 Sleep quality sometimes referred to as 
a combination of some parameters including total sleep 
time (TST), sleep onset latency (SOL), sleep efficiency, 
the degree of fragmentation, and some sleep instability 
markers such as cyclic alternating patterns (CAPs) and 
arousals.5
Although the quality of sleep is a complex structure 
and rigorous empirical assessment, the validity of current 
and future research efforts largely depend on the methods 
used to determine the parameters of the sleep quality. In 
most recent studies in the field of sleep quality, there are 2 
subjective and objective views for quantifying the quality 
of sleep.4 From the subjective point of view, the sleep 
quality components and their importance are different for 
individuals.6 So, it is essential to measure subjective sleep 
quality by using a self-report based evaluation. Although 
different questionnaires have been used to determine 
subjective sleep quality, they have several limitations. For 
example, the widely used Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index 
(PSQI) which is a measure of global sleep quality based on 
the retrospective assessment of respondents from a set of 
sleep measures, including TST, SOL, sleep disturbances, 
daytime dysfunction, sleep efficiency and use of sleeping 
medications. The client rates questions in each of these 
seven sleep sections and the answers are scored based on a 
0 to 3 scale, whereby 3 represents the negative extreme on 
the Likert Scale.7 A “poor” sleeper indicated by the total 
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sum of “5” or higher. The PSQI used in numerous studies 
in various types of older adult populations that supports 
high validity and reliability.8 The PSQI commonly used in 
studies as their only measure of sleep quality.8 Although 
there are several questions about the client’s bedmate or 
roommate of the client, these are not scored.8
Sleep quality is also sometimes taken from some 
objective features acquired from polysomnography (PSG) 
which is the gold standard in sleep quality measurement.4 
The description of sleep architecture from PSG recordings 
is usually done using the standardized Rechtschaffen and 
Kales (R&K) scoring guidelines9 or the newly published 
version of rules by the American Academy of Sleep 
Medicine (AASM).10 Also, many architectural measures 
can extract from PSG that reflect the objective sleep 
quality, such as the percentage or temporal amounts of the 
N1 stage, N2 stage, N3 stage (or slow wave sleep [SWS]) 
and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.11 Due to the use 
of no self-report analogs, objective measurements have 
made with some indicators of sleep quality. Significant 
changes in the PSG variables such as total awakening time 
increment, falling asleep delay, SWSs reduction and TST 
decrement usually associated with poor sleep quality.11 
In addition to traditional polysomnography features 
which has some limitations, other characteristics could 
consider for sleep quality and stability measurements11,12 
such as CAP rate and Arousal Index (AI).5 Instability of 
NREM sleep can be measured using CAPs which derived 
from PSG data.4 It quantifies the occurrence of particular 
periodic types of EEG patterns in NREM sleep and the 
degree to which shifts occur between these patterns over 
time, referred to as the CAP rate.13 CAP rate is an analysis 
of sleep depth because it is a measure of data occurring 
during predefined sleep periods.4 Therefore, it may have 
the potential to measure sleep quality and stability.4 An 
EEG arousal, which is suddenly frequency shift toward 
faster rhythms (theta, alpha, beta), shortly interrupts 
sleep continuity for at least 3 seconds5 and can be scored 
according to the American Sleep Disorder Association 
(ASDA) guidelines.14 The number of arousals in NREM 
sleep and the number of arousals per hour of sleep (AI) 
which are related to measuring of awakening considered 
as significant indicators of sleep quality and instability.5
The hallmark of slow-wave sleep (SWS) is slow 
oscillations (SOs) which are electrical oscillations with 
a spectral peak frequency of about 0.8 Hz and the most 
significant events (amplitude >75 μV) recorded in normal 
EEG.15 Many studies have shown various functions of 
the SOs, the most important of which is their essential 
role in memory consolidation,16 homeostatic regulation 
of synaptic connectivity,17 hormonal changes that affect 
glucose regulation18 and synaptic potentials triggered by 
learning.19 One of the critical characteristics of measuring 
the objective quality of sleep is the number of SWS in a 
deep sleep.11 It has proven that the higher the number 
and frequency of the periods of SWS in a deep sleep, the 
higher the goals of objective sleep quality are realized.11
Brain stimulation during sleep has recently considered 
in many studies.20-27 The type of stimulation is applied, and 
the purpose of stimulation is different in these studies. 
Transcranial direct current stimulation (TDCS),23,24,27 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS),20,28 vestibular 
stimulation25 and acoustic stimulation,15,29-36 have been 
extensively applied during sleep.  Various approaches 
have been taken to apply these stimuli, including sleep 
slow waves induction,15,22,35,36 accelerated human sleep 
homeostasis,24 insomnia treatment,25 tinnitus treatment,31 
memory consolidation,32,33,37 and sleep spindles 
enhancement.27,38 One of the most important advantages 
of acoustic stimulation to other types of stimuli is that 
it can implement easily and without disturbance to the 
subject, and there is also no concern for lateral side effects 
in the future (in contrast with TDCS and TMS).15,30,33
In this study, the idea of sleep quality and stability 
enhancement using acoustic stimulation in normal 
subjects investigated. The purpose of the present study 
was to determine whether acoustic stimulation applied in 
sleep can increase the duration of SWS and also reduces 
the occurrence of arousals and CAPs. To this end, we apply 
closed-loop acoustic stimulation simultaneously with the 
N3 stage of NREM sleep to increase the density of slow 
oscillations in a deep sleep. We examined changes in sleep 
quality and stability measures comparing one night of no 
stimulation (SHAM) to one night of acoustic stimulation 
(STIM) in counter-balanced order. Also, participants 
completed the PSQI questionnaire before and after sleep 
in both nights.
Materials and Methods
Subjects and Data Acquisition
Eight healthy adults (mean age: 28.4±7.8 years) studied 
in 2 nights (with/with no stimulation) after one 
accommodation night. Full-night sleep EEG signals 
recorded from normal subjects in Birjand University 
of Medical Sciences (BUMS) sleep research laboratory. 
None of the participants had any medical disorder, 
neurological disorder, and were not taking any drug to 
sleep. EEG recorded from 12 channels placed according 
to the international 10-20 standard: Fp1, Fp2, Fz, T7, 
T8, C3, C4, Cz, Po7, Po8, Pz and Oz) referenced to the 
average of left and right mastoid electrodes. Electrode 
placement has done for each participant one hour before 
their usual sleep time. EEG recordings started at the 
subject’s usual bedtime and terminated at their usual time 
of getting up in the morning. The sampling rate for the 
EEG recording was 250 Hz, and EEG signals were filtered 
by 0.3 Hz high-pass filter and a low-pass filter of 35 Hz. 
All 30-second epochs of 12 channels EEG signal scored by 
a neuroscientist expert according to the AASM.10
Three conditions for the entry of subjects volunteering 
to participate in this study were considered: First, subjects 
report normal sleep quality for the past month. To this 
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end, all subjects completed the PSQI questionnaire. 
A total sum of “5” or smaller shows an average quality 
sleeper.8 Second, subjects experience at least three SWS 
stages with a duration of 15 minutes per 8 hours of 
nighttime.10 This point noted after a specialist does the 
data recorded on the second night and the scoring. Third, 
the subject’s hearing system should be normal, because the 
auditory stimulation considered in this study. According 
to the standard hearing curves and auditory stimulation 
threshold applied in the present study, if the subject has an 
auditory test of 125 to 8000 Hz with a minimum hearing 
threshold (10) dB, he will be recognized as a normal 
person. The above-mentioned auditory test conducted for 
all volunteer subjects in the research. Finally, according 
to the three conditions stated above, out of 12 volunteer 
subjects to participate in the study, eight eligible people 
were identified after the first night.
Data was recorded in 30-second epochs in 2 different 
nights at intervals of one week from eight subjects selected 
for this study. On the first night, only the matching of the 
individual with the recording environment considered 
and no data recorded. In the second night, the purpose was 
to collect the necessary information for the design of the 
system for SWS detection and to identify the normal sleep 
conditions of individuals (the second condition expressed 
in the previous paragraph). In the third night, application 
of acoustic stimulation simultaneously in deep sleep and 
its effect on SWS duration and sleep quality considered. 
The intended signal processing also took place in 2 steps. 
In the first step, using the data recorded on the second 
night, a system for SWS detection was designed, which 
should have a small delay in the data processing stage. 
The system was used for online SWS detection in the third 
night and applying simultaneous acoustic stimulation. 
The second stage of data processing, which coincides with 
the final recording on the third night, is used to determine 
the acoustic stimulation timing and uses the information 
obtained in the first stage of the process.
Data acquisition Hardware and Acoustic Stimulation
The eWave 32D, with 32 channels of 24-bit recording with 
an input range of 2.5 (v) and the sampling rate of 1000 
Hz was used to record the EEG signal in this research. 
The electrodes of this device are inactive and the device 
connected to the computer via Wifi. Samsung’s wireless 
curve speaker with PC connectivity also used for acoustic 
stimulation. This speaker was placed at a distance of 80 
cm from the subject’s head and above it. Also, a sound 
level meter (TES 1358 according to IEC60561) used 
for acoustic stimulation intensity calibration. Speaker 
sound volume was measured and calibrated before each 
stimulation night using this device (Figure 1).
For the design of a system that aims to increase the SWS 
duration by acoustic stimulation, stimulation parameters 
should investigate. By examining previous studies in this 
field20,34-44 the acoustic stimulation parameters that are 
Figure 1. Data Acquisition Hardware Used in BUMS Sleep 
Research Lab.
effective in increasing the appearance of slow oscillations 
can determine. By optimizing effective factors, we can 
maximize it:
Stimulation Intensity
The acoustic stimulation intensity should be limited to 
prevent unwanted arousals according to a study by Terzano 
et al,40 acoustic perturbation with the intensity of 45 to 
75 dB significantly increases the waking time after sleep 
onset, NREM and N2 stage durations, while decreasing 
the duration of SWS, REM and TST. As a result of this, 
acoustic stimulation in this intensity range not only does 
not help improve sleep quality but also reduces it.
Stimulation Frequency
The acoustic stimulation frequency should be determined 
randomly in order to avoid habituation on the auditory 
system22 according to the study by Sokolov et al,41 
habits are described as a pattern of response reduction 
that occurs after sensory stimuli. So, when it comes to 
increasing slow oscillations, creating unique conditions 
for a degree of randomness to prevent the habit during 
stimulation is essential.
Entrainment
Any practice that aims and causes that frequencies of EEG 
fall into step with the frequency of a periodic stimulus 
corresponding to the intended brain-state is named 
brainwave entrainment.42 It has shown that acoustic 
stimulation produced entrainment of slow oscillations 
activity in neurons of anesthetized guinea pigs.43 
According to the study by Ngo et al15 rhythmic acoustic 
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stimulation applied to normal subjects can be used to 
entrain the brain’s sleep EEG oscillatory events like slow 
oscillations.
According to the points mentioned above, acoustic 
stimulation of pink 1/f noise with random frequency 
ranging of its push from 0.8 to 1.1 Hz used in this study. 
Pink noise was used instead of white noise because it is 
softer and more comfortable for subjects to hear. Also, 
its frequency spectrum is similar to normal EEG. The 
random sound intensity applied between 20 and 60 dB. 
Figure 2 depicts an example of the acoustic stimulation 
which applied in this study.
Online Slow Wave Sleep Detection
We have developed an automated fast real-time algorithm 
that can detect the SWS. Depending on the need for a 
high-speed system for SWS detection, feature extraction, 
and classification method has been used. In this system, 
due to previous studies44 and relatively good performance 
of frequency characteristics, this feature is used for SWS 
detection. As a result, the power of the EEG signal in 12 
channels in the following subchannels considered as a 
feature: 0.5 to 2 Hz, 2 to 4 Hz, 4 to 8 Hz, 8 to 12.5 Hz, 
12.5 to 15 Hz, 15 to 18 Hz and 18 to 30 Hz. A multi-layer 
perceptron (MLP) neural network with 12 neurons in the 
hidden layer has been used to classify the signals. These 
features extracted from all signals on the first night of data 
recording (second night). Fifty percent of the total epochs 
used for training, 10% used for training evaluation, and 
40% used for classifier test. The SWS detection system 
then used for subjects in the second-night data acquisition 
(third night), which showed an average sensitivity of 
81.4% in training and 78.8% in the classifier test. This 
system, based on tests carried out on sleep laboratory 
computer, is capable of detecting SWS within 300 ms.
Results
Subjective Sleep Quality Measure
The mean PSQI global score was 5.8 ± 2.8 for subjects 
in the second night (without stimulation). The amount 
of this measure decreased on the third night (with 
stimulation) to 3.4 ± 1.9, which confirms the improvement 
in the quality of sleep expressed by subjects in the night of 
stimulation. The PSQI total scores were also significantly 
different between 2 nights, with higher scores for the 
STIM night. None of the subjects were aware of the effect 
of acoustic stimulation on the third night. Also, the first 
night there was an acoustic stimulation (to determine the 
maximum sound level). Also, there was at least one week 
gap between SHAM and STIM night, so reducing the 
amount of PSQI is not related to the subject’s induction or 
adaptation. The overall PSQI reliability was high for the 
total score and for the all sub-items except for the “sleep 
quality” and “sleep disturbance,” which were in the mid-
range.
Objective Sleep Quality Measure
Regarding objective sleep quality, one of the important 
parameters is the study of the number and duration of 
SWS.11 The number and duration of the SWS, the more 
the goals of good sleep are realized, in other words, the 
quality of sleep increases from the objective point of 
view. These goals include the homeostatic regulation 
of synaptic strength,22 memory consolidation,37,45 body 
movement control increase and the level of hormones 
in the body have previously reviewed. In some previous 
studies29,30,32,36,37 acoustic stimulation has been applied 
to entrain slow oscillations, which are locked with a 
phase of slow waves, but in some other studies15 acoustic 
stimulation has been applied regardless of the phase of slow 
oscillations. Acoustic stimulation application, regardless 
of the slow oscillation phase, increases the duration of 
the SWS, while it does not affect the slow wave activity 
(SWA). Figure 3 depicts the SWA power histogram for a 
subject in the SHAM night and the STIM night. As shown 
in this figure, stimulation in the STIM did not have much 
effect on the average SWA power compared to the SHAM 
night. About the other subjects, the effect of stimulation 
is different, and so it can be argued that given the fact that 
the stimulation applied regardless of the up or downward 
 
Figure 2. Pink Noise With Random Frequency Ranging From 0.8 
to 1.1 Hz Applied in This Study.
Figure 3. SWA Power Histogram for the Third Subject in Second 
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phase of slow oscillation, we cannot comment on its 
effectiveness.
However, regarding the effect of stimulation on deep 
sleep, its effect on the SWS duration, as well as the 
maximum length of continuous SWS, is measured. Figure 
4 shows the hypnogram chart of the third subject’s sleep 
on the STIM night compared to the SHAM.
As seen, continuous SWS duration has increased in 
the STIM night compared to the SHAM, which can view 
from the point of objective sleep quality improvement. 
Also, in the STIM night, sleep continuity is more than 
SHAM, which means that the stage change density and 
successive returns to the previous stage are higher in the 
SHAM night compared to the STIM. From the viewpoint 
of sleep stability, the awakening rate was lower during 
STIM compared to the SHAM and applying stimulation 
increased sleep stability. In Tables 1 and 2, the results for 
the total SWS time and maximum SWS duration for the 
SHAM and STIM nights have reported.
By comparing the values presented in Table 1, it can 
conclude that the total SWS duration for each of the 
eight subjects participating in this study has increased by 
Figure 4. The Hypnogram Chart of The Third Subject’s Sleep on 
the STIM Night Compared to the SHAM Night.
 
Table 1. Total SWS Duration for All Subjects in STIM & SHAM 














1 448 131 400 160.5
2 444.5 91 332 106.5
3 363 118.5 437.5 192
4 493 134.5 427 170.5
5 423.5 119 326 144
6 360.5 66.5 421.5 119.5
7 479.5 143.5 428.5 182
8 409 153.5 349 153
Average 427.6 119.7 390.2 153.5
Table 2. Maximum SWS Duration for All Subjects in STIM Night 
Compared to the SHAM Night
Subjects











applying stimulation. The ratio of SWS in the STIM night 
increased by 12% compared to the SHAM night.
In this research, three different characteristics have been 
measured to examine the effect of acoustic stimulation on 
the objective sleep quality and stability:
Sleep Structural Characteristics
These characteristics are related to the sleep hypnogram. 
A specialist extracts the duration of each sleep stage 
relative to the total sleep time (TST). In this regard, 6 
characteristics of (N1 time/TST), (N2 time/TST), (N3 
time/TST), (REM time/TST), (NREM time/TST), (N3 
time/NREM time) are considered.
Cyclic Alternating Pattern-Related Characteristics
CAP as a marker of unstable sleep reflects a condition of 
consolidated sleep. Two characteristics of CAP time in 
total sleep time and CAP rate (ratio of CAP time to NREM 
sleep time) in this study considered. The characteristic 
values measured from data classified by a specialist. The 
higher the amount of CAP rate is related to the poorer 
sleep quality.
Arousals Related Characteristics
An arousal event often used as a measure for quantifying 
the sleep fragmentation that is related to both sleep quality 
and stability. Arousal scoring performed according to the 
American Sleep Disorder Academy (ASDA) guidelines.46 
The following arousal related variables were measured: 
number of arousals in total sleep time (total arousals), and 
the number of arousals per hour of sleep (AI).
As a result, the average value of the mentioned above 
ten characteristics for eight subjects in 2 nights (STIM vs. 
SHAM) calculated. Figure 5 illustrates the obtained values 
graphically.
Discussion
In the present research, the primary goal is to detect the 
deep sleep stage online and simultaneously acoustically 
stimulate the SWS. By adjusting the acoustic stimulation 
parameters, the best possible result is the increase in the 
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appearance of slow waves, as well as the reduction of CAPs 
and Arousals level in NREM sleep. In some previous 
studies, acoustic stimulation was applied before going 
to sleep29 or applied at a specified time without regard 
to the sleep stages.33,35,36 The use of acoustic stimulation 
in this way, firstly, causes an increase in one of the main 
poor sleep quality, the “SOL,” which results in lower sleep 
quality, leading to reduced sleep efficiency (ratio of sleep 
time to time in bed).  Also, acoustic stimulation in this 
way causes arousals, especially in the REM sleep and N1 
and N2 stages of NREM sleep, which ultimately causes the 
subject to awaken, and the primary goal of this study is 
to go away. Experimental results confirm this goal of the 
study that applying acoustic stimulation simultaneously 
with SWS increases the duration of the emergence of slow 
waves and ultimately improves overall sleep stability and 
quality. Here we discuss our findings in three subsections:
The Main Architecture of Sleep Remained Unchanged 
During and After Acoustic Stimulation
The important criteria for the objective quantification of 
sleep quality are that the normal hypnogram structure 
should be observed to achieve normal sleep.11 In the 
normal hypnogram structure, the observance of the 
sequence of entering into different stages of sleep, as well as 
the duration to which each stage, is important. As seen in 
Figure 5A, the REM & NREM ratios in 2 data acquisition’s 
nights (STIM vs. SHAM) were not significantly altered. 
(A)
(B)
Figure 5. The Comparative Graph of the Average Obtained 
Values for 10 Variables Related to the Quality and Stability of the 
Subjects’ Sleep Measured by the Expert on the SHAM and STIM 
Nights. (A): sleep structural variables. (B): CAP & arousal related 
variables.
In other words, the acoustic stimulation does not affect 
the overall sleep structure. The duration of N3 (or SWS) 
sleep stage, increased by approximately 12% applying 
stimulation, while the duration of REM sleep remained 
almost constant, and the 12% increase in N3 stage resulted 
in a reduction in total N1 & N2 stages. In other words, 
the total duration of NREM sleep, as well as the REM 
duration, did not change over the entire duration of sleep. 
In this regard, it can argue that using designed stimulation 
in this study, sleep architecture remained unchanged and 
it is crucial concerning the sleep quality that stimulation 
does not disrupt the main structure of sleep.
Increase in Overall and NREM Sleep Stability
As indicated in the results section, the level of sleep stages 
in conjunction with STIM night is higher than SHAM. 
In other words, it can state that the number of successive 
returns to the previous stage in the STIM night has been 
reduced compared with the SHAM. Also, the amount of 
awakening during sleep in the STIM night is less than 
SHAM, and the duration of continuous deep sleep has 
increased significantly (see Figure 4 and Table 2). Also, 
due to the comparison of the AI and total arousals in 
the STIM night with SHAM night (Figure 5B), it is clear 
that the number of total arousals in the stimulation night 
decreased. In effect, arousal counting can be considered 
as a reliable indicator of sleep instability and has used 
for studying on related sleep disorders.12 Many factors 
including sensory stimulation can affect the appearance of 
arousals in sleep. Arousal variables related to awakening 
marked in this study and because implemented acoustic 
stimulation with an appropriate intensity measured at the 
first accommodation night, has not only increased the 
number of arousals but has reduced them. Also, the total 
awakening item in the PSQI Questionnaire, subjects in 
this study have stated that in the STIM night they woke 
up less and had a more stable sleep than SHAM night. 
Also, as known in the hypnograms obtained from STIM 
night and the comparison with SHAM night (Figure 5), 
the frequency of awakening is less than STIM night. The 
above results regarding the increase in overall and NREM 
sleep stability can compare with the recent study by 
Jobst et al47 that suggests a mechanism for the functional 
changes observed during SWS leading to increased 
sleep stability. Finally, we can declare that using acoustic 
stimulation applied in this study, the total stability of sleep 
has increased.
One of the other characteristics of sleep stability 
measured in this research is the CAP that are known as the 
measure of NREM instability.48,49 CAP stands as a marker 
of sleep instability, whereas the absence of CAP reflects 
a condition of consolidated sleep. An increase in CAPs 
has reported in normal subjects by increasing the level of 
acoustic stimulation using high sound intensity40 as well 
as those with insomnia.48 Also, the relationship between 
the rate of CAPs and the level of sleep arousals (which 
Golrou et al
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causes sleep awakening and instability) is also studied.50
As shown in Figure 5B, both the CAP time and CAP 
rate characteristics reduced significantly over STIM night. 
Of course, in the case of CAP time characteristic, there is 
some discussion in that the overall sleep time (TST) of 
the STIM night was lower than that of the SHAM night. 
However, it is important that the NREM sleep time was 
only reduced by about 10% at STIM night compared to 
the SHAM, while the CAP time characteristic decreased 
by about 50% in the STIM night compared to the SHAM.
Sleep Quality Enhancement Due to the Increase in 
SWS Duration
One of the most prominent effects of acoustic stimulation 
in this study is the increase in SWS duration (See Figure 
5A). SWS ratio as one of the measured characteristics for 
objective sleep quality, increased at STIM night by about 
12% compared to the SHAM, and this increase in the ratio 
of SWS associated with a decrease in the ratio of N1 and 
N2 stages. It is important that increasing the duration of 
SWS in the NREM stage can affect the quality of sleep. 
Regarding the increase in SWS duration, we focused 
on induced slow oscillations in SWS. As investigated 
before,35 if acoustic stimulation applied phase-locked to 
slow oscillations, it significantly increased and amplified 
endogenous slow oscillations, and subsequently, the SWA 
increased. This type of stimulation has been applied in 
some of the previous studies for such purposes as memory 
consolidation,37 concomitant memory improvement,32 
vocabulary memory enhancement,30,36 sleep strengthening 
and signs of its immune-supportive function.29 However, 
inducing slow oscillations using the phase locked 
excitation also bear the risk of the emergence of epilepsy, 
suggesting the presence of healthy brain mechanisms 
that counter developing hyper synchronicity during 
slow waves.35 However, in this study, designed acoustic 
stimulation has been applied non-phase locked to slow 
oscillations. SWA canceled by this type of stimulation or 
diminished due to the phase cancellation which reduces 
the likelihood of seizure and epilepsy.
Furthermore, the topography of induced slow 
oscillations is very similar to the topographic profile 
of natural slow oscillations, which is characterized by a 
frontal predominance. By examining the results of the 
fp1 channel, it has determined that the induced slow 
oscillations in this study are also more likely to appear in 
the frontal channels than other channels. This conclusion 
confirms the results obtained by Tononi et al22 that the 
increase in slow waves shows topography consistent with 
the frontal predominance of normal sleep.
From the perspective of sleep quality, induced slow 
waves prolong the duration of deep sleep and thus can 
increase the quality of sleep. Acoustic enhancement of 
slow waves and memory consolidation has already been 
considered in several studies,30,32,33,36,37 but as far as we 
know, improving sleep quality using acoustic stimulation 
has not yet been studied. Increase in SWS duration and 
the decrease in frequency of awakening (decrease in 
total arousals) are 2 important hypnogram features that 
confirm sleep quality enhancement using applied acoustic 
stimulation in our study.
Also, according to studies on the comparison of 
objective sleep quality measurement metrics using 
Polysomnography, the rate of CAPs has been introduced 
as an appropriate indicator of objective sleep quality 
measurement.5 Both clinical and experimental studies51 
have established a significant correlation between the 
subjective estimates of sleep quality and the ratio of CAP 
time to the non-REM Sleep time. Therefore, reducing 
the CAP time and CAP rate (See Figure 5B) by acoustic 
stimulation in this study and affecting sleep stability has 
also been effective in improving sleep quality. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, closed-loop acoustic stimulation applied 
simultaneously with deep sleep improved both subjective 
and objective sleep quality measures. By using acoustic 
stimulation, the total PSQI score has decreased that related 
to the subjective sleep quality enhancement and total 
arousals and CAP rates has also decreased that related 
to the objective sleep quality enhancement. We showed 
that using designed acoustic stimulation simultaneously 
with the deep sleep, increases the duration of SWS and 
ultimately improves overall sleep stability and quality 
while the main architecture of sleep remained unchanged.
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